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ABSTRACT
In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the multi‐hop routing procedure offers some kind of protection against identity deception
through routing information. There are so many harmful attacks which distract information of routing protocols, such as
sinkhole attacks, wormhole attacks and Sybil attacks.
In wireless sensor networks (WSNs),the traditional cryptographic techniques are use for enhancing trust aware routing
protocol but this technique do not detect such severe problem. So for protecting the WSNs against misdirecting the
information during the multi‐hop routing procedure, we developed and implement a protocol named as TARF, i.e. A trust
aware routing framework for WSN. TARF provides a trustworthy and energy efficient path, without any help of tight time
synchronization or geographic condition. TARF provide effective path during routing without any effect of harmful attacks.
The property of recover the information which has been stretched during routing process of TARF is provide through both
extensive simulation and empirical evolution with large scale WSNs. We have implemented a ready to use tiny‐Os module of
TARF with low overhead. This TARF can be implemented into exciting routing protocol with least efforts. Based on TARF, the
concept of mobile target detection application in anti‐detection mechanism is demonstrated.
Index Terms: WSNs, TARF, Tiny‐OS, and QOS etc.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor node send message to base station with
a narrow bandwidth of radio communication range via
multi hop path.
However multi‐hop path of wireless sensor network get
affected by harmful attacks. An attacker may disturb the
node setting physically, create traffic collision during
valid transmission may lose or change the path of
message while going towards destination or jam the
communication channel. In this survey of routing
protocol we focus on the attack which causes traffic
collision or destroys the information.
Base on identity deception, it is difficult to know which
attacks are occurs during routing, such as sinkhole
attacks ,wormhole attacks and Sybil attack, etc. when a
harmful attacks occur in malicious node misdirect the
outgoing routing packets from valid to node fake node.
This malicious node uses fake identity to participate in
routing network. So due to the fake base station the
packets which are received will be proceed further
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without original identity. The fake node will be
transferred or divert information from true valid node to
another node in network, this kind of attack is known as
Wormhole attack.
Sinkhole attack are another kind of attack which will
create after occurrence of fake base station, and that
particular base station itself behave like a true base
station. It control and proceed further routing process.
This same method can create another strong attack
known as Sybil attack.
In WSNs, as these attacks are occurred, there is a need of
protocol which minimizes these attacks by providing a
trusted path for routing.
The following authors have research the routing Frame
work for the Wireless sensor network. Each one has the
following conclusion and the drawbacks.
1.1 AN IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
TRAJECTORY‐BASED
ROUTING
IN
AD
NETWORKS

FOR
HOC
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In this paper, they studied various implementation
issues of trajectory‐based routing (TBR) for stateless
routing in ad hoc networks.
They use to Bezier curves for defining trajectories in
TBR. Various shapes for routes can be defined by using
Bezier curves.
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propagate the defect information by computing a set of
blocked nodes. To reduce the route length and accelerate
void detection in dense mesh networks, they have also
proposed a method to extrapolate void location.
Simulation results described decrease in packet loss as
well as the route length compared to greedy routing.

They implemented different types of algorithms based
on trajectories defined by Bezier curves. Also proposed
an optimal forwarding algorithm, lowest deviation from
curve (LDC), that obeys to trajectories the most. They
work on extensive simulations in order to implement the
performance of forwarding algorithms. They found that
LDC is good for moderately populated ad‐hoc networks.
They also found that Random forwarding performs
average while avoiding significant computational
overhead.

3. ROUTING TECHNIQUES IN WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS: A SURVEY 3

When the signaling phase introduced to the protocol
they also found a methodology for extending TBR with
Bezier curves to longer as well as more complicated
trajectories, which can be encoded by larger information.
They implemented a method enables routing of data
packets via complex trajectories, by keeping the packet
header size same.

They have the common objective of extending the
lifetime of the sensor network, without compromising
data delivery. All routing techniques are classified based
on the network structure into three categories: ∞at,
hierarchical, and location based Routing protocols.

Numerous work may be involve for implementation as
well as for development of this method with a particular
assumption provide for signaling overhead. Several
issues remain to be investigated such as effect of
mobility and traffic patterns. Also, future work includes
studying methods for increasing resilience (i.e.
probability of reaching to destination) for different
forwarding algorithms.
Finally, they conclude how to route the packets when the
destination and the source are mobile, is an open issue.

2. EFFICIENT GREEDY GEOGRAPHICAL NON‐
PLANAR
ROUTING
WITH
REACTIVE
DEFLECTION 2
During all this process a novel geographical routing
scheme for spontaneous wireless mesh networks
established. Greedy geographical routing has many
advantages but having a disadvantage, i.e. there are
losses of packets during routing process at the border of
voids.
These paper shows that they invented a flexible greedy
routing scheme, which can be used by any variant node
of geographical routing and it can work for many
connectivity graph, it is not necessary that the graphs
should be Unit Disk graph. The motive of this scheme is
to reactively detect voids, backtrack packets, and
propagate information on blocked sectors to reduce
packet loss. An extrapolating algorithm is used to reduce
the latency of void discovery and to limit route
stretching. The performance of this scheme via
simulation shows that their modified greedy routing
avoids most of packet losses.
They implemented a scheme for greedy geographical
routing with reactive defect detection. The focus of this
scheme is to reactively detect jam, blocked nodes and
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During their survey related to routing techniques in
WSNs they conclude that Routing in sensor networks is a
interesting area of research and rapidly growing set of
research results. In this paper they presented a
comprehensive survey of routing techniques in wireless
sensor networks which have being illustrated in the
literature.

These protocols are further classified into multipath
based, query based, negotiation based or QoS based
routing techniques depending on the protocol operation.
They also highlighted the design tradeoffs between
energy and communication overhead saving in the
routing ensamples, as well as, the advantages and
disadvantages of each routing technique.
They also notice that many of the routing techniques
look promising but there are some challenges that need
to be solved in the sensor networks. In this paper they
highlighted those challenges, also pinpointed future
research directions in that regards.

4. HIERARCHICAL TRUST MANAGEMENT FOR
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS AND ITS
APPLICATIONS TO TRUST‐BASED ROUTING AND
INTRUSION DETECTION 4
In this paper, they proposed a hierarchical dynamic trust
management protocol for cluster‐based wireless sensor
networks, considering two aspects, namely, social trust
and QoS trust. They developed a probability model
utilizing stochastic Petri nets techniques to analyze the
protocol performance, and validated subjective trust
against objective trust obtained based on ground truth
node status. They illustrated the feasibility of dynamic
hierarchical trust management and application‐level
trust most favorable design concepts with trust based
geographic routing and trust‐based IDS applications. The
application performance of this protocol can be
optimized by identifying the best way to form trust as
they all use trust out of individual social and QoS trust
properties at runtime.
The results indicated that our trust‐based geographic
routing protocol performs close to the ideal performance
of flooding‐based routing in delivery ratio and message
delay without sacrificing much in message overhead
compared with traditional geographic routing protocols
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which do not use trust. Our trust‐based IDS algorithm
performs traditional anomaly‐based IDS techniques in
the detection probability while maintaining sufficiently
low false positives. There are many research directions,
including (a) devising and validating a decentralized
trust management scheme for autonomous WSNs
without base stations; (b) investigating the impact of the
cluster size and the trust update interval to the protocol
performance and lifetime of a given WSN; and (c)
investigating the feasibility of applying hierarchical trust
management to more dynamic networks such as mobile
WSNs, mobile cyber physical systems, or mobile adhoc
networks (MANETs).
TARF effectively protects WSNs from severe attacks
through replaying routing information; it does not
requires tight time synchronization and known
geographic information. The property of recovery the
information which has been stretched during routing
process of TARF is proved through both extensive
simulation and empirical evaluation with large‐scale
WSNs; the evaluation of TARF depends upon both static
and dynamic settings, surrounding network conditions,
as well as harmful attacks such as wormhole attacks and
Sybil attacks. They have implemented a ready‐to‐use
TinyOS module of TARF with low overhead. This TARF
module can be implemented into existing routing
protocols with the least effort, so it can produce secure
and efficient fully‐functional protocols. Finally, they
demonstrate a proof‐of‐concept mobile target detection
application that is built on top of TARF and is resilient in
the presence of an anti‐detection mechanism; that
indicates the potential of TARF in WSN applications.

5. CONCLUSION
We have designed and implemented TARF, trust‐aware
routing framework for WSNs, to secure multi‐hop
routing in dynamic WSNs against harmful attackers,
which diverts the routing information.
TARF focuses on trust factor and energy efficiency of
neighboring nodes, which are very important for the
survival of a WSN in a hostile environment. With the
knowledge of trust management, TARF track a
neighboring nodes depending on the trustworthiness of
it and thus to select a efficient route. Our main
objectives are listed as follows.
(1) Unlike previous scheme of secure routing for WSNs,
TARF effectively protects WSNs from harmful attacks
which replaying routing information; it does not require
any tight time synchronization or known geographic
information.
(2) The effectiveness of TARF is proved through both
extensive simulation and empirical evaluation with
large‐scale WSNs, whereas evaluation involves both
static and dynamic settings, hostile network conditions,
as well as harmful attacks such as wormhole attacks and
Sybil attacks.
(3) We have implemented a ready‐to‐use Tiny OS
module of TARF with low overhead, this TARF module
can be implemented into existing routing protocols with
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the minimum effort, thus producing secure and efficient
fully‐functional protocols.
(4) Finally, we prove the concept of mobile target
detection application that is built on TARF and it is able
to recover back in the presence of an anti‐detection
mechanism; that indicates the potential of TARF in WSN
applications.
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